
HOW BODY BALANCE WORKS AT A CELLULAR LEVEL 

The combination of sea vegetables and aloe vera in Body Balance works in the body on many levels. 
The minerals in the sea vegetables cause a reduction of surface tension in our cell walls, allowing 
access right into the cell. With aloe vera as a super “carrier” of nutrients, this allows greater influx of 
oxygen that displaces the carbon dioxide trapped in the cells. This in turn allows greater uptake of 
nutrients into the cell and greater flow of toxins out of the cell. 

Body Balance also energizes at the cellular level. This is very different to popular “energy drinks” that 
energize at a metabolic level. At the metabolic level a temporary burst of energy occurs, whereas at a 
cellular level we are looking at electrical output. Our body is a wonderful bio-electrical machine, and all 
of its processes depend on the clear and unimpeded conduction of the electrical messages the body 
needs to carry out these processes. When we increase the power of this electrical output, we also 
increase the strength and power of our electromagnetic field. All of this happens at a cellular level, 
where optimum health begins. Our cells communicate via chemicals and electricity through our 
nervous system. 

Optimum health also includes the uptake of light particles or photons. Our cells communicate on a 
deeper level through the exchange of these light particles, as light carries a more pure level of 
information. There are elements in minerals that have been discovered to produce a high frequency 
energy that is deeply healing and transformative. These elements are super-conductive, and have 
been shown to change our bodies at a cellular level into super-conductors of a greatly increased flow 
of light particles. 

Body Balance produces possibilities for experiencing increased light through the body/mind, 
enhancing our evolutionary path. The super conductive power of light dissolves and transmutes 
resistances and struggles at all levels. We become more aware, open, clear and vital. The effects that 
we see over time in people who drink this product on a regular basis attest to this: Increased mental 
clarity and focus, increased strength and stamina, increase in balanced physical mental and emotional 
energy, cessation of physical ailments, looking and feeling younger, strengthened immune system, a 
greater sense of joy and purpose, a calmer and more centered disposition, a deeper sense of 
empowerment. 


